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Abstract
We explore the implications of recent results relating the Dirac CP-violating phase to
predicted and measured leptonic mixing angles within a standard set of theoretical
scenarios in which charged lepton corrections are responsible for generating a non-zero
value of the reactor mixing angle. We employ a full set of leptonic sum rules as required
by the unitarity of the lepton mixing matrix, which can be reduced to predictions
for the observable mixing angles and the Dirac CP-violating phase in terms of model
parameters. These sum rules are investigated within a given set of theoretical scenarios
for the neutrino sector diagonalization matrix for several known classes of charged
lepton corrections. The results provide explicit maps of the allowed model parameter
space within each given scenario and assumed form of charged lepton perturbations.
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1 Introduction
The decisive measurement of a non-zero reactor mixing angle [1–3] has marked the begin-
ning of an era of precision lepton measurements. The current neutrino oscillation data have
determined the neutrino mass squared differences, ∆m221 and ∆m232, and the mixing param-
eters sin2(θij) (with ij = {12, 13, 23}) of the Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata-Pontecorvo (MNSP)
lepton mixing matrix, UMNSP [4, 5]. While there are tantalizing recent hints of a nonvanish-
ing value of the Dirac CP-violating phase δ ∼ ±pi/2 released by the T2K [6] and NOνA [7]
collaborations, current global fits allow the full [0, 2pi) range for δ at 3σ [8–10].
With this wealth of current and anticipated lepton data, it is an ideal time to explore the
many theoretical issues that remain unresolved in neutrino physics. A dominant question
is the origin and dynamics of the neutrino masses and the lepton mixing parameters. One
popular approach to addressing this question is to invoke a discrete flavor symmetry to
explain the observed patterns in the lepton data. In this framework, a given mixing pattern
is related to certain residual symmetries of the leptonic mass matrices. These residual
symmetries may arise from the breaking of the flavor symmetry group.
Flavor models based on discrete flavor symmetries can be classified according to their
leading order predictions for the solar mixing angle. Usually these models are constructed in
the basis where the charged leptons are diagonal. Indeed, one class of models that have been
considered, and that in fact were quite standard prior to the reactor angle measurement, are
situations in which the atmospheric neutrino mixing angle is maximal at leading order, and
in which the reactor angle θ13 is zero to leading order. Such scenarios include tribimaximal
(TBM) mixing [11–15], bimaximal (BM) mixing [16–20], two golden ratio mixing schemes
(GR1 [21] and GR2 [22]), and hexagonal (HEX) [23] mixing. As the presence of a non-zero
reactor angle θ13 in UMNSP = U †eUν is incompatible with the predictions of these scenarios
at leading order, these scenarios are not viable unless there are sufficient corrections to the
mixing angle predictions at higher order. Such corrections can be attributed to perturbations
in the charged lepton mixing matrix Ue from a diagonal form at leading order, among other
possibilities. Ue can then consist of one rotation or two or more non-commuting rotations;
in all viable cases considered, all of the measured mixing angles shift from their theoretical
starting points. For single rotations, which can arise, for example, within certain grand
unified theories (GUTs) or specific discrete family symmetry models, it is well known that
achieving a non-zero value of θ13 requires a rotation either in the 1− 2 or 1− 3 planes, as a
single 2−3 rotation only shifts θ23. Double rotations can be in (i) the 1−2 and 2−3 planes,
(ii) the 1−3 and 2−3 planes, and (iii) the 1−2 and 1−3 planes. The results obtained from
these different sets of possible perturbations can then be compared to data to constrain the
parameters of the underlying theory.
One method of characterizing the mixing angle predictions within this class of theoretical
models has been to consider two specific types of sum rules that are referred to collectively
as atmospheric and solar sum rules. Atmospheric sum rules [24, 25] arise from a variety of
scenarios, including what are sometimes called semi-direct models (see e.g., [26–32]), while
solar sum rules [33–36] are characteristic of models in which the leading order Uν matrix is
corrected by charged lepton contributions. The idea of correcting the leading order neutrino
sector mixing angles by such charged lepton effects has been developed in [37–39]. Recent
literature on such sum rules also includes [40–47], as well as the related work of [48–52].
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In this work, we describe an approach for obtaining a comprehensive set of sum rules
that must all be satisfied to ensure the unitarity of UMNSP within the assumption of three
active neutrino species and no sterile neutrinos. The procedure is that for a given theoretical
scenario, we first calculate all the possible ratios between the entries of the mixing matrix in
question and equate them to the corresponding entries in the standard (PDG) parametriza-
tion of UMNSP [53]. This results in several different expressions for cos δ. Requiring that all
such expressions are satisfied reduces these constraints to a single relation for cos δ, together
with specific predicted relations for the lepton mixing angles (and for correlations among the
mixing angles) that must be satisfied in any specific theory under consideration.
Here we will consider theoretical scenarios for which at leading order, Uν consists of the
mixing angles θν23 and θν12, and consider sets of either one or two nontrivial rotations in Ue.
From these starting points, we will obtain general sets of sum rules for each case, and show
how imposing these rules simultaneously results in nontrivial information about the allowed
parameter space. Using these results, we will then determine the favorable parameter space
and numerical values for the MNSP phase δ for each combination of charged lepton mixing
matrices and neutrino mixing patterns, using the data from neutrino oscillation experiments
as reported in the most recent global fit [10] and summarized in Table 1.
3σ range NO 3σ range IO
sin2 θ12 0.273 − 0.379 0.273 − 0.379
sin2 θ23 0.384 − 0.635 0.388 − 0.638
sin2 θ13 0.0189 − 0.0239 0.0189 − 0.0239
Table 1: The current status of the lepton mixing angles for the case of normal ordering (NO)
and inverted ordering (IO), as taken from the global fit of [10].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the derivation of a well-known
sum rule and present, for the case of a single rotation in Ue, our method for determining a
broad set of sum rules that encompasses and extends this specific sum rule. We then turn
to the case of two rotations for the charged leptons in Section 3. In Section 4, we present
a numerical analysis of the predictions for cos δ and sin δ that correspond to regions in the
parameter space of θeij and δeij that satisfy the global fit values of the lepton mixing angles
as given in Table 1. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2 Framework and one single rotation from the charged
lepton sector
We will begin this section by reviewing a well-known solar sum rule [40] (see also [38,39,41,42]
for related literature). This sum rule is as follows:
cos δ = t23s
2
12 + s213c212/t23 − (sν12)2(t23 + s213/t23)
s′12s13
, (1)
in which cij = cos θij, sij = sin θij, tij = tan θij, and we have used primed letters to represent
the corresponding trigonometric functions of twice the argument, e.g., s′ij = sin(2θij).
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The sum rule of Eq. (1) holds for a particular class of theoretical scenarios in which the
starting point is the assumption that Uν = R23(θν23)R12(θν12), in which the Rij are given by
Rν23 =
 1 0 00 cν23 sν23
0 −sν23 cν23
 , Rν12 =
 c
ν
12 s
ν
12 0
−sν12 cν12 0
0 0 1
 . (2)
It is well known that the measurement of a sizable θ13, as well as the possibility of nontrivial
CP violation of the Dirac type, requires the presence of perturbations to this leading order
structure. In particular, for the symmetric forms BM, TBM, HEX, GR1, and GR2, θν23 =
pi/4, and θν12 satisfies sin2 θν12 = 1/2 for BM, sin2 θν12 = 1/3 for TBM, sin2 θν12 = 1/4 for HEX,
sin2 θν12 = (2+φ)−1 for GR1 and sin2 θν12 = (3−φ)/4 for GR2, in which φ = (1+
√
5)/2 is the
golden ratio. Hence, the leading order predictions of these scenarios must be modified for
consistency with experimental data. The needed modifications can take place, for example,
if there are either one or two nontrivial rotation angles in the charged lepton mixing matrix
Ue. The solar sum rule of Eq. (1) holds in the case in which there is a single rotation in Ue
of the form Ue = U e12, or two successive rotations of the form Ue = U e23U e12 [40, 41], in which
the U eij are defined as
U e23 =
 1 0 00 ce23 se23e−iδe23
0 −se23eiδe23 ce23
 , U e12 =
 c
e
12 s
e
12e
−iδe12 0
−se12eiδe12 ce12 0
0 0 1
 ,
U e13 =
 c
e
13 0 se13e−iδ
e
13
0 1 0
−se13eiδe13 0 ce13
 ,
(3)
in which seij = sin θeij and ceij = cos θeij.1
We can also consider alternative structures for Ue which lead to different sum rules than
Eq. (1). For example, it is well known that in the cases in which Ue = U e13 or Ue = U e23U e13,
the analogous sum rule takes the very similar form
cos δ = (1/t23 + s
2
13t23)(sν12)2 − (s212/t23 + c212s213t23)
s′12s13
. (4)
In contrast, in the case that Ue is given by Ue = U e13U e12, it is not possible to write a sum
rule that does not explicitly depend on the phase parameters δeij (as we will discuss later).
In what follows, we will begin by discussing the origin of Eq. (1) for the scenario in which
Ue is given by a single rotation in the 1− 2 plane. We will then discuss how in this context,
we can generate a broader set of sum rules that must all hold at once to guarantee unitarity
and the proper predictions for the lepton mixing angles. As a result, we see immediately the
ways in which Eq. (1) can be naturally expressed in a form that takes into account specific
mixing angle correlations that result from the underlying theory. Using this approach, we
will then turn to the other forms of Ue just mentioned, considering first the second case of a
single rotation in the 1− 3 plane, then turning to double rotations.
1We note that these definitions have an intrinsic degeneracy, i.e., δ′eij → δeij − pi and θ′eij → θeij − pi/2
yield the same rotation matrix. This degeneracy will be commented on later and taken into account in our
numerical analysis of the sum rules in Section 4.
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2.1 The case of one rotation in the 1–2 sector
In the case that Ue = U e12(θe12, δe12), the MNSP matrix is given by
UMNSP ≡ U = U †eUν = U e†12Rν23Rν12, (5)
which yields the result that
Ue1 = ce12cν12 + cν23e−iδ
e
12se12s
ν
12, Ue2 = ce12sν12 − cν12cν23e−iδ
e
12se12,
Ue3 = −e−iδe12se12sν23, Uµ1 = −ce12cν23sν12 + cν12eiδ
e
12se12,
Uµ2 = ce12cν12cν23 + eiδ
e
12se12s
ν
12, Uµ3 = ce12sν23,
Uτ1 = sν12sν23, Uτ2 = −cν12sν23,
Uτ3 = cν23.
(6)
With these results, it was noticed in [41] that taking the ratio of the absolute values of Uτ1
and Uτ2 yields the simple relation
|Uτ1|
|Uτ2| = t
ν
12. (7)
Given the PDG form of the MNSP matrix, which is given by
UPDG =
 c12c13 c13s12 e
−iδs13
−c23s12 − c12eiδs13s23 c12c23 − eiδs12s13s23 c13s23
s12s23 − c12c23eiδs13 −c12s23 − c23eiδs12s13 c13c23
PMaj, (8)
in which PMaj is the diagonal Majorana phase matrix, the corresponding ratio takes the form
|UPDGτ1 |
|UPDGτ2 |
= |s12s23 − c12c23s13e
iδ|
|c12s23 + c23s12s13eiδ| . (9)
Eqs. (7) and (9) can then be equated to solve for cos δ, which immediately yields Eq. (1).
This result was obtained with only one ratio of the entries of the MNSP matrix. However,
in principle there exist 9!/7!2! = 36 possible ratios that must all hold simultaneously in order
to preserve the unitarity of this matrix. Let us now explore these additional ratios for the
case at hand, for which the MNSP entries are given in Eq. (6). We will begin by considering
the ratios of the remaining third row elements of Eq. (6), which are
|Uτ1|
|Uτ2| = t
ν
12,
|Uτ1|
|Uτ3| = s
ν
12t
ν
23,
|Uτ2|
|Uτ3| = c
ν
12t
ν
23, (10)
and here we have included |Uτ1|/|Uτ2| once again for completeness. Clearly, we see now the
appearance of two additional sum rules:
sν12t
ν
23 =
|s12s23 − c12c23s13eiδ|
|c13c23| , c
ν
12t
ν
23 =
|c12s23 + c23s12s13eiδ|
|c13c23| .
(11)
Hence, we can extract relations for cos δ from these sum rules in a similar way as in the first
case. More precisely, the |Uτ1|/|Uτ3| sum rule for cos δ takes the form
cos δ = 1
t23s13 sin(2θ12)
(s212t223 + c212s213 − sν212tν223c213), (12)
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while the |Uτ2|/|Uτ3| sum rule is given by
cos δ = 1
t23s13 sin(2θ12)
(cν212tν223c213 − c212t223 − s212s213). (13)
Since these two distinct predictions for cos δ result from the same unitary matrix, it is
necessary to demand that Eqs. (12) and (13) predict the same result for cos δ, which yields
tν223 =
t223 + s213
c213
. (14)
This relation constrains the possible values that the measured atmospheric and reactor mix-
ing angles can take when θν23 is fixed by theory, for example when θν23 = pi/4.
As a second simple example of novel sum rules, let us consider Uµ3 and Uτ3. Following
an identical procedure, these terms can be shown to lead to the sum rule
|Uµ3|
|Uτ3| = |c
e
12t
ν
23| = |t23|, (15)
constraining θe12 with the experimentally measured θ23, when θν23 is given by a specific flavor
model. This line of reasoning thus leads to the conclusion that all mixing matrix entry ratios
must be simultaneously satisfied while using the sum rule or else problematic predictions may
result. Let us thus analyze the 9!/7!2! = 36 possible sum rules that result from equating the
theoretical predicted MNSP matrix U = U e†12Rν23Rν12 to the PDG parametrization of the same
matrix, UPDG. By comparing Eqs. (6)–(8), it is seen that there are four possible categories
of sum rules, which are as follows: the sum rule involves only either (i) cos δ or (ii) cos(δe12),
(iii) it involves both phases, or (iv) it involves none of them. Let us begin with case (iv). It
can readily be seen that there are three sum rules of this type:
|Ue3|/|Uτ3| : (se12)2(tν23)2 = sc223t213,
|Uµ3|/|Uτ3| : (ce12)2(tν23)2 = t223,
|Ue3|/|Uµ3| : (te12)2 = cs223t213,
(16)
in which csij = csc(θij), scij = sec(θij), and ctij = cot(θij) (we will use this notation later).
Case (i) consists of sum rules that only contain cos δ; i.e., they do not explicitly involve δe12.
There are seven of these sum rules:
|Uτ1|/|Uτ2| : 2 cos δ = (cν12)2
[
cs13ct12t23(t212 − (tν12)2) + ct23s13t12(ct212 − (tν12)2)
]
,
|Uτ1|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos δ = ct23
[
ct12s13 − c13cs12ct13sc12(sν12)2(tν23)2
]
+ cs13t12t23,
|Uτ2|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos δ = ct23
[
c13cs12ct13sc12(cν12)2(tν23)2 − s13t12
]
− cs13ct12t23,
|Ue3|/|Uτ1| : 2 cos δ = −cs12cs23s13sc12sc23(cse12)2(sν12)2 + cs13t12t23 + ct12ct23s13,
|Ue3|/|Uτ2| : 2 cos δ = cs12cs23s13sc12sc23(cν12)2(cse12)2 − cs13ct12t23 − ct23s13t12,
|Uµ3|/|Uτ1| : 2 cos δ = t23
[
cs13t12 − c13cs12ct13sc12(sce12)2(sν12)2
]
+ ct12ct23s13,
|Uµ3|/|Uτ2| : 2 cos δ = c13cs12ct13sc12t23(cν12)2(sce12)2 − cs13ct12t23 − ct23s13t12.
(17)
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Here we note that the sum rule corresponding to |Uτ1|/|Uτ2| in Eq. (17) is the same sum rule
as in Eq. (1), just written in a slightly more compact form. In case (ii), we have the sum
rules that contain cos(δe12), and are independent of δ. Here, again, there are seven sum rules:
|Ue1|/|Ue3| : 2 cos(δe12) = te12
(
c212ct
2
13cs
ν
12s
ν
23sc
ν
12t
ν
23 − cν23tν12
)
− cte12ctν12scν23,
|Ue2|/|Ue3| : 2 cos(δe12) = cν23ctν12te12 − ct213s212csν12te12sν23scν12tν23 + cte12scν23tν12,
|Ue2|/|Ue1| : 2 cos(δe12) = c212
[
cν23t
e
12t
ν
12
(
(ctν12)2 − t212
)
+ cte12
(
scν23t
ν
12 − t212ctν12scν23
)]
,
|Ue1|/|Uµ3| : 2 cos(δe12) = cte12
(
c212cs
2
23cs
ν
12s
ν
23sc
ν
12t
ν
23 − ctν12scν23
)
− cν23te12tν12,
|Ue1|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos(δe12) = cν23
(
c212sc
2
23cs
e
12cs
ν
12sc
e
12sc
ν
12 − te12tν12
)
− cte12ctν12scν23,
|Ue2|/|Uµ3| : 2 cos(δe12) = cν23ctν12te12 + cte12
(
scν23t
ν
12 − cs223s212csν12sν23scν12tν23
)
,
|Ue2|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos(δe12) = cν23
(
ctν12t
e
12 − s212sc223cse12csν12sce12scν12
)
+ cte12scν23tν12.
(18)
In case (iii), there are 19 additional sum rules that depend on δ and δe12. These are not
presented here for simplicity, though they will be used in the analysis below.
We now consider the implications of considering the full set of 36 sum rules. We will
see that many of these relations lead to redundant information, which is expected given the
smaller number of parameters than constraints. Solving the third equation of Eq. (16) yields
a relationship between θe12, θ23, and θ13, which takes the form
(te12)2 =
t213
s223
. (19)
Incorporating this result in the other two relations in Eq. (16) yields two conditions that are
proportional to each other, as follows:
(se12)2(tν23)2 − sc223t213 = ξ
[
(ce12)2(tν23)2 − t223
]
= 0 with ξ = t
2
13
s223
. (20)
Eq. (20) thus clearly provides a single constraint on the mixing angles.2 Solving this remain-
ing constraint gives the relation
t213 = c223
[
(tν23)2 − t223
]
. (21)
It is straightforward to see that Eq. (21) is equivalent to Eq. (14), as expected.
Imposing these constraints reduces all of the sum rules of Eq. (17) to a single relation
that depends on θν23, θν12, θ12, and either θ23 or θ13 (which are related by Eq. (21)). The result
that depends on θ23 takes the form
cos δ = sign(sc
ν
23) [sν23tν23 (cs12cs23sc12sc23(cν12)2 − ct23t12) + t12t23cν23 − ct12t23scν23]
2
√
(tν23)2 − t223
, (22)
in which sign(scν23) = −1, 0, 1 depending on whether (scν23) is negative, zero, or positive,
respectively. This result can be expressed more compactly as follows:
cos δ = |c23|
s′12s23c23
√
(sν23)2 − s223
(
c212(sν23)2 − c′12s223 − (sν12)2(sν23)2
)
. (23)
2ξ = 0 could be another constraint, but this leaves a single remaining constraint which also must vanish.
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In the case that we eliminate θ23 in favor of θ13, we obtain
cos δ = −
√
(c13scν23)2 − 1
2s13t12
− 1
2
√
(c13scν23)2 − 1
[
s13t12 − c13(c
ν
12t
ν
23)2
c12s12t13
]
= 1
s′12s13|cν23|
√
(sν23)2 − s213
(
((sν23)2 − s213)s212 + s213c212(cν23)2 − (sν12)2(sν23)2c213
)
.
(24)
A similar analysis can be carried out starting from the sum rules that involve only cos(δe12).
More precisely, after applying Eqs. (19)–(21) and, for example, writing the result in terms
of θ23 rather than θ13 as before, Eq. (18) once again can be reduced to the single sum rule:3
cos(δe12) =
sign(sc23)cs23sc23csν12scν12 [scν23c′
ν
12(c′23 − (cν23)2) + sν23tν23c′12]
4
√
(tν23)2 − t223
. (25)
Applying Eqs. (19)–(21) to Eqs. (17) and (18) collapses each set down to one remaining sum
rule for cos δ, as given either in Eq. (23) or Eq. (24), and cos(δe12), as seen, for example, in
Eq. (25). These results can also be obtained directly from the 19 sum rules that include both
δ and δe12. We can also use these constraints to replace θ12 in favor of the model parameters in
any of the expressions we have obtained for cos δ (Eq. (1), Eq. (22), Eq. (23), or Eq. (24)); we
refrain from doing so until later when we focus on scenarios with specific model parameters.
In summary, for U = U e†12Uν23Uν12, we have shown that we can reduce the 36 possible ratios
of the entries of UMNSP to two relations among the observable mixing angles, Eqs. (19) and
(21), one relation between cos(δe12) and the mixing angles as discussed, and one sum rule for
cos δ, as expected. Furthermore, it is straightforward to see that this machinery reproduces
the well-known relations among the mixing angles and the elements of UMNSP:
sin2(θ13) = |Ue3|2, sin2(θ23) = |Uµ3|
2
1− |Ue3|2 , sin
2(θ12) =
|Ue2|2
1− |Ue3|2 . (26)
The relevant angle relations are encoded in Eqs. (19), (21), and (25). These relations repro-
duce the well-known results that also follow from Eq. (26):
sin2(θ13) = (se12)2(sν23)2, sin2(θ23) =
(ce12)2(sν23)2
1− (se12)2(sν23)2
,
sin2(θ12) =
(cν12)2(cν23)2(se12)2 + (ce12)2(sν12)2 − 2ce12cν12cν23 cos(δe12)se12sν12
1− (se12)2(sν23)2
.
(27)
It is also straightforward to see that our results for cos δ as given in Eq. (23) and Eq. (24) also
follow from imposing the mixing angle relations between θ13 and θ23 as encoded in Eq. (27)
in the original sum rule of Eq. (1).
As a cross-check, we can derive a constraint on sin δ from relating the Jarlskog determi-
nants in a similar manner. Carrying out this process and once again eliminating θ13 yields
sin δ = −cs′12s′ν12
√√√√1− cs223(csν12)2(scν12)2 [c′ν12(−2c′23 + c′ν23 + 1)− 2(sν23)2c′12]232(c′23 − c′ν23) . (28)
3An alternate expression for cos(δe12) in which θ23 has been eliminated in favor of θ13 can be obtained in
a straightforward manner; we neglect to present it here for simplicity.
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Upon squaring the above relationship and adding it to any of results for the square of cos δ
in Eq. (23) the result trivially yields the identity, as expected.
2.2 The case of one rotation in the 1–3 sector
We now turn to the situation in which the single rotation in Ue is in the 1 − 3 plane, such
that Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13). Implementing the same methodology as in the previous section, we
can determine the cos δ sum rule as well as the relations among the MNSP mixing angles in
this scenario. The sum rules that are independent of cos δ and cos(δe13) are given by:
|Ue3|/|Uτ3| : (se13)2(tν23)2 = cs223t213,
|Uµ3|/|Uτ3| : (sce13)2(tν23)2 = t223,
|Ue3|/|Uµ3| : (te13)2 = sc223t213.
(29)
The full set of cos δ-dependent sum rules is as follows:
|Ue3|/|Uµ1| : 2 cos δ = cs12(cse13)2cs23sc12sc23(sν12)2s13 − ct23cs13t12 − ct12s13t23,
|Ue3|/|Uµ2| : 2 cos δ = ct12ct23cs13 + s13
(
t12t23 − (cν12)2cs12(cse13)2cs23sc12sc23
)
,
|Uµ1|/|Uµ2| : 2 cos δ = (cν12)2
[
ct23cs13
(
ct12(tν12)2 − t12
)
+ t23ct12s13
(
t212(tν12)2 − 1
)]
,
|Uµ1|/|Uµ3| : 2 cos δ = −ct23cs13t12 + t23
(
c13ct13(ctν23)2cs12sc12(sν12)2 − ct12s13
)
,
|Uµ2|/|Uµ3| : 2 cos δ = ct12ct23cs13 + t23
(
s13t12 − (cν12)2c13ct13(ctν23)2cs12sc12
)
,
|Uµ1|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos δ = c13ct13ct23cs12sc12(sce13)2(sν12)2 − ct23cs13t12 − ct12s13t23,
|Uµ2|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos δ = ct12ct23cs13 − (cν12)2c13ct13ct23cs12sc12(sce13)2 + s13t12t23.
(30)
The sum rules that contain cos(δe13), but are independent of δ, are:
|Ue1|/|Ue3| : 2 cos(δe13) = te13
(
sν23t
ν
12 − c212cν23ct213ctν23csν12scν12
)
+ ctν12cte13csν23,
|Ue2|/|Ue3| : 2 cos(δe13) = te13
(
cν23ct
2
13ct
ν
23cs
ν
12sc
ν
12s
2
12 − ctν12sν23
)
− cte13csν23tν12,
|Ue2|/|Ue1| : 2 cos(δe13) = c212
[
sν23t
2
12t
ν
12t
e
13 − cte13csν23tν12 + ctν12
(
cte13cs
ν
23t
2
12 − sν23te13
)]
,
|Ue1|/|Uµ3| : 2 cos(δe13) = ctν12cte13csν23 + sν23
(
tν12t
e
13 − c212csν12cse13cs223scν12sce13
)
,
|Ue1|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos(δe13) = ctν12cte13csν23 + sν23tν12te13 − c212cν23cte13ctν23csν12scν12sc223,
|Ue2|/|Uµ3| : 2 cos(δe13) = csν12cse13cs223scν12sce13s212sν23 − cte13csν23tν12 − ctν12sν23te13,
|Ue2|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos(δe13) = cν23cte13ctν23csν12scν12sc223s212 − cte13csν23tν12 − ctν12sν23te13.
(31)
As before, we do not present the remaining sum rules that depend on both cos δ and cos(δe13).
The mixing angle relations that result from this full set of sum rules are given by
sin2(θ13) = (cν23)2(se13)2
sin2(θ23) =
(sν23)2
1− (cν23)2(se13)2
= (s
ν
23)2
1− sin2 θ13
sin2(θ12) =
(ce13)2(sν12)2 + 2 cos δe13cν12ce13sν12se13sν23 + (cν12)2(se13)2(sν23)2
1− sin2 θ13 ,
(32)
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as is well known in the literature. Here we note that as in the single 12 rotation case,
the relation between sin2 θ13 and sin2 θ23 follows from the phase-independent sum rules of
Eq. (29), while the expression for sin2 θ12 requires further input from Eq. (31). The sum rule
for cos δ, after using the mixing angle constraints to solve for θ13 in terms of θ23, takes the
form
cos δ = |s23|
s′12c23s23
√
s223 − (sν23)2
(
(sν12)2(cν23)2 − (s212c223 + c212s223 − c212(sν23)2)
)
. (33)
As before, we can also express this relation as a function of θ12 and θ13, as follows:
cos δ = 1
s′12s13|sν23|
√
c213 − (sν23)2
(
(sν12)2c213(cν23)2 − s212c213 + (s212 − s213c212)(sν23)2
)
. (34)
We note that as expected, Eqs. (33) and (34) both follow directly from Eq. (4) upon using
the mixing angle relations of Eq. (32) to eliminate either θ13 or θ23, respectively.
3 Two unitary rotations from the charged lepton sector
We now consider the case of two successive rotations in Ue. As previously mentioned, in
light of the non-zero value for the reactor angle and the current experimental hints for a
possibly non-maximal atmospheric mixing angle, we will consider the most economic forms
of Ue that achieve these goals as previously discussed in [42], though we will use a slightly
different parametrization. With this set of starting points, we will carry out the analogous
machinery as given in the previous section, generalized slightly to account for the additional
parameters that result in the case of double rotations. The results, as we will see, will again
be a set of four relations, three for the mixing angles, and one sum rule for cos δ.
3.1 The case of two rotations in the 1–2 and 2–3 sectors
We first consider the case in which Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e12(θe12, δe12). We will present the sum
rules that depend only on cos δ or cos(δe23), or on no phase parameters. For simplicity, we
will not present the sum rules that depend on more than one phase parameter, though they
will be incorporated into the analysis.
We will start with the one sum rule that does not depend on any of the phases:
|Ue3|/|Uµ3| : te12 = t13cs23. (35)
The cos δ sum rules are given by
|Uτ1|/|Uτ2| : 2 cos δ = (cν12)2
[
−ct23s13t12(tν12)2 + cs13t12t23 + ct12
(
ct23s13 − cs13(tν12)2t23
)]
,
|Ue3|/|Uτ2| : 2 cos δ = s13sc12cs23[sc23cs12(cν12cse12)2 − c23s12]− c12s23sc23cs12cs13,
|Uµ3|/|Uτ1| : 2 cos δ = s13ct12ct23 + t23cs13
[
t12 − (sν12c13sce12)2cs12sc12
]
,
|Ue3|/|Uτ1| : 2 cos δ = s13
[
ct12ct23 − (sν12cse12)2sc12sc23cs12cs23
]
+ t12t23cs13,
|Uµ3|/|Uτ2| : 2 cos δ = t23
[
(cν12sce12)2c13ct13cs12sc12 − ct12cs13
]
− ct23s13t12.
(36)
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Here we note that the first expression of Eq. (36) is equivalent to Eq. (1) as previously noted
in the literature. The cos(δe23) sum rules are given by
|Ue3|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos(δe23) =
4
s′e23s′ν23 [s212 + (s23se12)2]
{
(c13c23se12)2
[
(ce23sν23)2 + (cν23se23)2
]
− s213
[
(ce23cν23)2 + (se23sν23)2
]}
,
|Uµ3|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos(δe23) =
4
s′e23s′ν23 [1− (c23se12)2]
{
(c23ce12)2
[
(ce23sν23)2 + (cν23se23)2
]
− s223
[
(ce23cν23)2 + (se23sν23)2
]}
.
(37)
Once these sum rules and the remaining sum rules that depend on cos(δe12) and on more
than one phase factor are implemented simultaneously, the cos δ-dependent sum rules can
be expressed as a function of θ12 and θ23 (as well as model parameters), as follows:
cos δ = |c23|
s′12s23c23
√
sin2(θ˜23)− s223
(
sin2(θ˜23)c212 − s223c′12 − (sν12)2 sin2(θ˜23)
)
, (38)
or equivalently in terms of θ12 and θ13, as
cos δ = (sin
2(θ˜23)− s213)s212 + s213c212(1− sin2(θ˜23))− (sν12)2 sin2(θ˜23)c213
s′12s13
√
1− sin2(θ˜23)
√
(sin2(θ˜23)− s213)
, (39)
in which the angle θ˜23 has been defined analogously to Eq. (A.1) of [39], as follows:
sin2(θ˜23) = (cν23)2(se23)2 −
1
2 cos(δ
e
23)s′e23s′ν23 + (ce23)2(sν23)2. (40)
Here we note that Eqs. (38) and (39) are similar to the analogous expressions for the 1− 2
mixing scheme as given in Eqs. (23) and (24) with the replacement of sin2(θν23) with sin2(θ˜23).
This procedure also results in the expected relationships between the MNSP mixing
angles and the theoretical parameters in this scheme, which are given by
sin2(θ13) = (se12)2 sin2 θ˜23 (41)
sin2(θ23) =
sin2 θ˜23(ce12)2
1− (se12)2 sin2 θ˜23
= sin
2 θ˜23(ce12)2
1− sin2(θ13) , (42)
sin2(θ12) =
Ω12
1− sin2(θ13) , (43)
in which Ω12 has been defined to be
Ω12 = (ce12sν12)2 + (cν12se12)2((ce23cν23)2 + (se23cν23)2 + cos(δe23)s′e23sν23cν23)
− s′e12cν12sν12(ce23cν23 cos(δe12) + se23sν23 cos(δe12 + δe23)).
(44)
Here we note that as before, Eqs. (38) and (39) follow from Eq. (1), once the angle relations
of Eqs. (41) and (42) are incorporated.
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3.2 The case of two rotations in the 1–3 and 2–3 sectors
For this case, Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e13(θe13, δe13). As before, we begin with the sum rule that has
no phase dependence:
|Ue3|/|Uτ3| : te13 = t13sc23. (45)
We next present both the cos δ- and cos(δe23)-dependent sum rules, which are as follows:
|Ue3|/|Uµ1| : 2 cos δ = −s13t23ct12 − t12cs13ct23 + s13(sν12cse13)2sc12sc23cs12cs23,
|Ue3|/|Uµ2| : 2 cos δ = s13t12t23 + cs13ct12ct23 − (cν12cse13)2s13sc12sc23cs12cs23,
|Uµ1|/|Uµ2| : 2 cos δ = (cν12)2
[
ct23cs13
(
ct12(tν12)2 − t12
)
+ ct12s13t23
(
t212(tν12)2 − 1
)]
,
|Uµ1|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos δ = −s13t23ct12 − t12cs13ct23 + (c13sν12sce13)2sc12cs12cs13ct23,
|Uµ2|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos δ = s13t12t23 + s13ct12ct23 − (c13cν12sce13)2sc12cs12cs13ct23,
(46)
and
|U23|/|U33| : 2 cos(δe23) =
ctν23(sce13)2te23 − t223te23tν23 + cte23
(
(sce13)2tν23 − ctν23t223
)
(sce13)2 + t223
,
|U13|/|U23| : 2 cos(δe23) =
s213sc
e
23sc
ν
23cs
e
23cs
ν
23
[s213 + (c13s23se13)2]
−
[
ce23c
ν
23
se23s
ν
23
+ s
e
23s
ν
23
ce23c
ν
23
]
.
(47)
Note that the first relation in Eq. (46) is equivalent to Eq. (4), as previously found in [43].
Incorporating all constraints, we thus obtain further equivalent relations for cos δ as functions
of two of the three observed mixing angles, as follows:
cos δ = |s23|
s23c23s′12
√
s223 − sin2(θ˜23)
[
(sν12)2(1− sin2(θ˜23))− (s212c223 + c212s223 − c212 sin2(θ˜23))
]
,
(48)
and
cos δ = (s
ν
12)2c213(1− sin2(θ˜23))− s212c213 + (s212 − s213c212) sin2(θ˜23))
s′12s13
√
sin2(θ˜23)
√
c213 − sin2(θ˜23)
, (49)
in which sin2(θ˜23) is given in Eq. (40). Here again we see the similarities between Eqs. (48)–
(49) and their counterparts for 1− 3 perturbations in Eqs. (33)–(34).
The relations for the mixing angles that also follow from the full set of sum rules are
sin2(θ13) = (se13)2 cos2 θ˜23, (50)
sin2(θ23) =
sin2 θ˜23
1− sin2(θ13) , (51)
sin2(θ12) =
Θ12
1− sin2(θ13) , (52)
in which
Θ12 = (ce13)2(sν12)2 + (cν12)2(se13)2
[
(cν23)2(se23)2 −
1
2 cos δ
e
23s
′e
23s
′ν
23 + (ce23)2(sν23)2
]
− 2cν12ce13sν12se13 [cν23 sin δe13 sin δe23se23 + cos δe13(cos δe23cν23se23 − ce23sν23)] .
(53)
It can be clearly seen that Eqs. (48) and (49) follow from Eq. (4) together with Eqs. (50)
and (51), as expected.
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3.3 The case of two rotations in the 1–2 and 1–3 sectors
The case of Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13)U e12(θe12, δe12) is different than the previous cases in that there
are no sum rules that depend only on cos δ and no other phase parameters. Instead, the
sum rules fall into the following categories: those that involve cos δ and cos(δe13), those that
involve cos(δe12− δe13), those that individually constrain cos(δe12) and cos(δe13), and those that
involve all three phases. Two of the three sum rules that depend on δ and δe13 are as follows:
|Uτ1|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos δ = cs12cs13cs23
c12c23(ce13cν23)2
{
− c213c223
[
(ce13sν12sν23)2 + 2ce13cν12se13sν12sν23 cos(δe13)
+ (cν12se13)2
]
+ (ce13cν23)2
(
c212c
2
23s
2
13 + s212s223
) }
,
|Uτ2|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos δ = cs12cs13cs23
c12c23(ce13cν23)2
{
c213c
2
23
[
(ce13cν12sν23)2 − 2ce13cν12se13sν12sν23 cos(δe13)
+ (se13sν12)2
]
− (ce13cν23)2
(
c212s
2
23 + c223s212s213
) }
.
(54)
We do not present the (somewhat cumbersome) third sum rule of this type, which can be
obtained from |Uτ1/Uτ2|. The set of sum rules that involve just cos(δe12 − δe13) is as follows:
|Ue3|/|Uµ3| : 2 cos(δe12 − δe13) =
sce12cs
e
12cs
e
13
cν23s
ν
23 (c213s223 + s213)
{
− c213s223
[
(ce12cν23se13)
2 + (se12sν23)
2
]
+ s213
[
(cν23se12se13)
2 + (ce12sν23)
2
]}
,
|Ue3|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos(δe12 − δe13) = cte13ce13ctν23t213sc223sce12cse12 − cte12ctν23se13 − te12tν23cse13,
|Uµ3|/|Uτ3| : 2 cos(δe12 − δe13) = cte12tν23cse13 + ctν23te12se13 − cte13ce13ctν23t223sce12cse12.
(55)
The remaining sum rules, which either relate the individual phases δe12 and δe13, or relate
these phases together with δ, are not presented here for simplicity. Including these relations
results in the sum rule for cos δ in terms of θν12, θν23, δe13, and the measured lepton mixing
angles, as follows:
cos δ = 2
s′12s13s′23
{
(c213c223 + 1)(s212 − (cν12)2) + (2c212 − 1)c223
+ (2(cν12)2 − 1)(c13c23scν23)2 − 2 cos(δe13)cν12sν12tν23
√
1− (c13c23scν23)2|c13c23|
}
,
(56)
as well as the following relations for the lepton mixing angles in this scenario:
sin2(θ13) = (se12)2(sν23)2 + ce12se13
[
ce12(cν23)2se13 + cos(δe12 − δe13)se12s′ν23
]
, (57)
sin2(θ23) =
(cν23)2(se12)2(se13)2 − cos(δe12 − δe13)cν23s′e12se13sν23 + (ce12)2(sν23)2
1− sin2 θ13 , (58)
sin2(θ12) =
Ξ12
1− sin2 θ13 , (59)
in which Ξ12 is given by
Ξ12 = (ce12)2(ce13)2(sν12)2 + 2ce12cν12ce13sν12
[
cos δe13ce12se13sν23 − cos δe12cν23se12
]
+ (cν12)2
[
(cν23)2(se12)2 − cos(δe12 − δe13)cν23s′e12se13sν23 + (ce12)2(se13)2(sν23)2
]
.
(60)
We can of course re-express Eq. (56) by incorporating either some or all of the angle relations
as given in Eqs. (57)–(59), as in previous sections. However, this necessarily reintroduces
additional model parameters, unlike in the previous cases.
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4 Numerical analysis of sum rules
In this section, we present a numerical analysis of the predictions for cos δ and sin δ as
functions of the model parameters θeij and δeij with ij = {12, 13, 23} for scenarios with TBM,
BM, HEX, GR1, and GR2 mixing angles in the mixing matrix of the neutrino sector, Uν .
We recall that each of these scenarios has been taken to have θν23 = pi/4. The values for the
parameter of interest y = sin2(θν12) ≡ (sν12)2 are given in Table 2; they are 0.25 (HEX), 0.28
(GR1), 0.33 (TBM), 0.35 (GR2), and 0.5 (BM).
BM TBM HEX GR1 GR2
y = (sν12)2 1/2 1/3 1/4 (5−
√
5)/10 (5−√5)/8
Table 2: The values of sin2(θν12) ≡ (sν12)2 for the theoretical scenarios under consideration.
All scenarios have been taken to have θν23 = pi/4.
In Section 4.1, we consider single rotations in Ue that result in nontrivial predictions
for θ13, while in Section 4.2, we consider the cases with two rotations in Ue, as previously
discussed. Here we note that numerical analyses of these sum rules have appeared in the
literature [28,37–47]. The focus in this work is on the allowed parameter space of the model
parameters for each scenario of interest, in light of updated global fits.
In this analysis we use the allowed mixing parameter ranges at 3σ as reported in the
most recent global fit of [10] and summarized in Table 1. As the sum rules for cos δ do not
explicitly depend on the mass ordering, the only differences between the normal ordering
(NO) and inverted ordering (IO) cases arise due to the slight differences in the global fit
values for the measured lepton mixing angles, as seen in Table 1. Hence, here we will restrict
ourselves just to the NO values and not the IO values, as the differences between the global
fit data in the two cases are at sub-percent levels.
4.1 Single rotations
Here we will begin with the cases that have a single rotation in Ue, and show the dependence
of cos δ and sin δ on the model parameters, using a colorscale to denote parameter values. It
will immediately be evident that the patterns for cos δ and sin δ repeat as a function of model
parameters. This results from the intrinsic degeneracy for δ′eij → δeij − pi and θ′eij → θeij − pi/2,
which provide identical predictions up to unobservable sign flips.
Case 1: One rotation in the 1− 2 sector (Ue = U e12(θe12, δe12))
For the case in which Ue is given by a single rotation of the form Ue = U e12(θe12, δe12), we will
begin by writing the mixing angle conditions as given in Eq. (27) for the models considered
here, which all have θν23 = pi/4. Eq. (27) already indicates that the reactor and atmospheric
mixing angles are in fact independent of θν12 and δe12, and as such are precisely correlated
with each other. The reactor mixing angle takes the very simple form
sin2(θ13) ≡ s213 = (se12)2/2. (61)
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Hence, we see that fixing the reactor angle to within its quite precisely measured 3σ range
fixes the model parameter θe12 to a strict range, 0.0378 ≤ (se12)2 ≤ 0.0478, which shows that
θe12 is roughly of the order of the Cabibbo angle θc ' 0.22. This also clearly indicates that
these parameters can be traded for each other in the analysis. The atmospheric mixing angle
is given by
sin2(θ23) ≡ s223 =
(ce12)2/2
(1− (se12)2/2)
= 1− 2s
2
13
2(1− s213)
. (62)
The atmospheric mixing angle is thus precisely determined by the reactor mixing angle to
fall into a much smaller range than what is allowed experimentally at 3σ, as is also evident
from Eq. (27); it is further evident that s223 < 1/2. More precisely, the reactor angle bounds
result in the range 0.4878 ≤ s223 ≤ 0.4904.
The solar mixing angle, however, also depends on the model parameter δe12, as well as the
parameter y = (sν12)2, which varies among the scenarios under consideration. The expression
for sin2(θ12) takes the form
sin2(θ12) ≡ s212 =
(cν12)2(se12)2/2 + (ce12)2(sν12)2 −
√
2ce12se12cν12sν12 cos(δe12)
1− s213
, (63)
which can be expressed in term of s213 and y as follows:
s212 =
y − 3ys213 + s213 − 2 cos(δe12)
√
(1− 2s213)s213
√
y(1− y)
1− s213
≡ α˜
(12)
1− s213
, (64)
in which we have introduced the parameter α˜(12) for later convenience. We see from Eq. (64)
that for a given theoretical scenario as given by a fixed value of y, there is a possible range of
allowed values of s212, which may or may not cover the full experimentally allowed range at
3σ. The predicted range of cos δ also depends on these model parameters, and thus on the
possible values of s212, as well as the tight predictions of the atmospheric and reactor mixing
angles that result for this general form of Ue. For this set of models, it is straightforward to
see from Eqs. (1), (23), and (24) that cos δ takes the form
cos δ = s
2
12 + s213 − 3s212s213 − y(1− s213)
2
√
s212(1− s212)
√
s213(1− 2s213)
. (65)
Eq. (65), taken together with Eq. (64), can be used to express cos δ as a function of s213, y,
and cos(δe12), as follows:
cos δ = α˜
(12)(1− 3s213) + s213(1− s213)− y(1− s213)2
2
√
s213(1− 2s213)
√
α˜(12)(1− s213 − α˜(12))
, (66)
and we can obtain an analogous expression for sin δ from this result, which takes the form
sin δ = ±sin(δ
e
12)(1− s213)
√
y(1− y)√
α˜(12)(1− s213 − α˜(12))
, (67)
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where the sign is taken carefully according to the specified conventions. Note from Eq. (67)
that as δe12 → 0, sin δ → 0, as expected. In this quite predictive set of scenarios, therefore,
we see that there is a strong correlation between the allowed values of s212 and the predicted
range for cos δ and sin δ.
cos δ(θe12, δe12)
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Figure 1: The predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of θe12 and δe12 for BM mixing. The
blue band and the region between the dark-red contours represent the regions allowed by
sin2(θ13) and sin2(θ12) at 3σ, respectively.
We will begin our study of individual scenarios with the case of BM mixing, for which
y = 1/2. As is well known in the literature, the experimental constraints on s212 are quite
stringent for BM mixing since the value of the solar angle in the absence of charged lepton
corrections is maximal, and thus quite far from the experimentally allowed range. This
results in a very focused range of predictions for cos δ. This can be seen in the full range of
model parameter space for cos δ and sin δ as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 2: A close-up view of one of the allowed parameter regions in θe12 and δe12 and the
predictions for cos δ and sin δ for BM mixing, for Ue = U e12(θe12, δe12).
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More precisely, we see that Figure 1 shows the very limited regions of parameter space
for θe12 where the reactor and solar mixing angle constraints overlap. Upon taking a closer
look at one of these regions in Figure 2, we see the quite restrictive range of possible values
of cos δ in this scenario, which is characterized by a most probable value of cos δ ∼ −1.
cos δ(θe12, δe12)
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Figure 3: The predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of θe12 and δe12 for TBM mixing,
in the case that Ue = U e12(θe12, δe12). The blue band and the region between the dark-red
contours represent the regions allowed by sin2(θ13) and sin2(θ12) at 3σ, respectively.
cos δ(θe12, δe12)
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Figure 4: A close-up view of one of the allowed parameter regions in θe12 and δe12 and the
predictions for cos δ and sin δ for TBM mixing, for Ue = U e12(θe12, δe12).
In the other scenarios, the smaller values of y in each case allow for greater ease in
obtaining s212 in the allowed range, and hence a significantly wider region of parameter space
for which the reactor and solar angle constraints can be satisfied simultaneously than what
occurs in the BM mixing case. Using TBM mixing as a representative example, we show the
full parameter space in Figure 3, and a closer view of one of the allowed parameter regions
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in Figure 4. The preferred range for δe12 includes maximal values for the MNSP phase δ.
An inspection of Figure 3 also shows that in the allowed parameter regions in which θe12 is
roughly shifted to pi − θe12, the predicted values of sin δ change sign, accordingly.
The remaining scenarios of HEX mixing and GR1/GR2 are similar to that of TBM
mixing. Both HEX and GR1 have values of θν12 that are smaller than that of TBM, while in
the GR2 case θν12 is larger, resulting in characteristic allowed regions of the remaining model
parameters. Therefore, for simplicity for these cases we highlight here specific portions of
the allowed parameter space, and their predictions for cos δ and sin δ.
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Figure 5: A close-up view of the allowed parameter region in θe12 and δe12 and the predictions
for cos δ and sin δ for HEX mixing, for Ue = U e12(θe12, δe12).
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Figure 6: A close-up view of the allowed parameter region in θe12 and δe12 and the predictions
for cos δ and sin δ for GR1 mixing, for Ue = U e12(θe12, δe12).
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Figure 7: A close-up view of the allowed parameter region in θe12 and δe12 and the predictions
for cos δ and sin δ for GR2 mixing, for Ue = U e12(θe12, δe12).
These results are shown for the case of HEX mixing in Figure 5. In this case, there is
a disallowed parameter region focused around δe12 = pi, and allowed bands both below and
above this region between pi/2 and 3pi/2 that are characterized by the sign of sin δ and a
magnitude of sin δ that most often falls in the range ±0.75.
The results for GR1 and GR2 are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. In the case of GR1
mixing, we see for one set of allowed values of δe12 that fall into a band between approximately
pi/2 and 3pi/4, the prediction is that sin δ < 0 throughout the parameter region, while for
GR2, the analogous band of allowed values for θe12 ranges between just above pi/4 and just
above pi/2, with sin δ close to −1 for the majority of this parameter space. We also note
that as in the TBM case, for each of the two GR scenarios there is another band of allowed
values of θe12 near pi with similar features, but with a change in sign in the values of sin δ.
Case 2: One rotation in the 1− 3 sector (Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13))
This set of perturbations resembles the previous case in that once again, the reactor and
atmospheric angles are independent of θν12 and the phase angle δe13, while the solar angle
(and thus also cos δ) also depends on θν12 and δe13, as seen in Eq. (32). More precisely, with
θν23 = pi/4, s213 now takes the form
s213 = (se13)2/2, (68)
(compare Eq. (61)). Therefore, the parameter (se13)2 takes an identical range as did (se12)2
for the 12 rotations, and again we can trade the model parameter (here (se13)2) for s213. The
atmospheric angle constraint now is predicted to be
s223 =
1
2(1− s213)
, (69)
such that once again it is precisely determined by the reactor angle bounds to fall into a
much smaller range than its 3σ allowed region. In this case, however, the reactor angle now
always satisfies s223 > 1/2, with the range 0.5096 < s223 < 0.5122.
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From Eq. (68), we see that the solar mixing angle takes the form
s212 =
s213 + y − 3s213y + 2 cos(δe13)
√
(1− 2s213)s213
√
y(1− y)
1− s213
≡ α˜
(13)
1− s213
, (70)
in which we have defined α˜(13) for later convenience, as we recall that y = sin2(θν12). Eq. (70)
should be compared with Eq. (63), as these expressions share many similar features. Once
again, there is an interplay between the allowed values of the phase angle δe13 and the allowed
range for s212 for a given value of y. In this scenario, the expression for cos δ, in terms of s212,
s213, and y, is given by
cos δ = (1− s
2
13)y + 3s212s213 − s212 − s213
2
√
(1− s212)s212
√
s213(1− 2s213)
, (71)
which is just the opposite of Eq. (65), as is known in the literature. Together with Eq. (70),
we can use Eq. (71) to obtain cos δ and sin δ in terms of s213, y, and δe13, as follows:
cos δ = y(1− s
2
13)2 − s213(1− s213)− α˜(13)(1− 3s213)
2
√
s213(1− 2s213)
√
α˜(13)(1− s213 − α˜(13))
, (72)
which should be compared with Eq. (66), its counterpart for the 1− 2 perturbations, and
sin δ = ±sin δ
e
13(1− s213)
√
y(1− y)√
α˜(13)(1− s213 − α˜(13))
, (73)
in which the sign is to be taken carefully to ensure conformity with the chosen conventions.
Once again, it is instructive to compare this result to the very similar form of Eq. (67).
Hence, the structural forms of the charged lepton corrections in the 1− 2 sector and the
1− 3 sector are quite similar, but with slightly different correlations between the predicted
range of sin2(θ12) and the values for cos δ and sin δ between the two cases. For this reason,
we will now present the identical set of figures for the 1− 3 sector perturbations.
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Figure 8: The predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of θe13 and δe13 for BM mixing. The
blue band and the region between the dark-red contours represent the regions allowed by
sin2(θ13) and sin2(θ12) at 3σ, respectively.
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Figure 9: A close-up view of one of the allowed parameter region in θe13 and δe13 and the
predictions for cos δ and sin δ for BM mixing, for Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13).
We start once again with the case of BM mixing, as shown in Figures 8 and 9. Here
once again we have tight constraints on the allowed parameter space resulting from the
combined constraints on s212 and s213, given the large value of the solar angle in absence of
the charged lepton sector perturbations. We note that the preferred value for cos δ is now
+1, in accordance with the sign flip as expected from Eq. (71).
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Figure 10: The predictions of cos δ and sin δ as a function of θe13 and δe13 for TBM mixing.
The blue band and the region between the dark-red contours represent the regions allowed
by sin2(θ13) and sin2(θ12) at 3σ, respectively.
We show the analogous results for TBM mixing in Figures 10 and 11. Comparing these
results to their counterparts for the 1− 2 perturbations in Figures 3 and 4, we see a similar
overlap of allowed regions for the reactor and solar mixing angles, and a slightly shifted range
of preferred values of δe13 compared to the preferred range for δe12.
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Figure 11: A close-up view of one of the allowed parameter regions in θe13 and δe13 and the
predictions for cos δ and sin δ for TBM mixing, for Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13).
For the remaining cases of HEX, GR1, and GR2 mixing, we follow our previous procedure
and show specific zoomed-in regions of allowed parameter space in θe13 and δe13, which are given
in Figures 12, 13, and 14, respectively. These results, when compared to their counterparts
in Figures 5–7, show the demonstrated sign flip in cos δ and the corresponding shifts in the
allowed regions for δe13 based on the solar mixing angle constraint.
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Figure 12: A close-up view of one of the allowed parameter regions in θe13 and δe13 and the
predictions for cos δ and sin δ for HEX mixing, for Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13).
In particular, we see that for HEX mixing, the allowed range for δe13 that corresponds to
this particular slice of θe13 parameter values now consists of one band that is centered upon
pi/4 and ends at values just below pi/2, with negative values of sin δ. For GR1 mixing, the
δe13 range ranges from pi/4 to just above pi/2, with values of sin δ that are also negative and
tend to be larger in magnitude. The GR2 mixing case is also dominated by values of sin δ
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that tend to −1, with a corresponding range in δe13 from slightly below pi/2 to just below
3pi/4. Hence, we see from comparing with the 1− 2 mixing counterparts that together with
the sign flip in cos δ, the predictions for sin δ are similar in the perturbation schemes arising
from single rotations in the 1− 2 and 1− 3 sectors.
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Figure 13: A close-up view of one of the allowed parameter regions in θe13 and δe13 and the
predictions for cos δ and sin δ for GR1 mixing, for Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13).
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Figure 14: A close-up view of one of the allowed parameter regions in θe13 and δe13 and the
predictions for cos δ and sin δ for GR2 mixing, for Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13).
4.2 Two rotations
For the cases in which Ue involves two successive non-commuting rotations, the parameter
space involves two mixing angles and two phases. For the numerical analysis, we have chosen
to project to a specific two-dimensional parameter space that focuses on the two phase angles,
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and uses the experimental constraints on the MNSP mixing angles to fix the two theoretical
mixing angle parameters.
Our approach is as follows. We evaluate sin2(θij) as functions of the model parameters
using a four-dimensional grid, and remove any combination of parameters that falls outside
the 3σ bounds reported in [10] and presented in Table 1. We then fix one of the θejk based
on analyzing their distributions over the parameter range from [0, pi]. Quite generally, and
this is especially evident when one of the two rotations is in the 2− 3 plane, while the phase
angles δejk tend to distribute over the full range, at least one of the θejk tends to prefer values
that are centered around either θejk = 0.23, which is roughly the value of the Cabibbo angle
θc, or θejk = 2.91 = pi − 0.23 ∼ pi − θc. This is of course not surprising given that generating
the observed value of θ13 prefers that at least one mixing angle parameter in Ue is of the
same order as the Cabibbo angle, up to numerical factors of order unity. In our analysis, we
have chosen to fix one of the θejk in each scenario to be equal to 2.91 ' pi − θc.
This now leaves one θejk and the two δejk. To reduce the parameter space further, we use
the reactor mixing angle measurement as input. More precisely, we choose to fix sin2(θ13) =
0.02155, the central value for the most precisely measured mixing angle as determined in [10].
As we will see for each individual set of perturbations, imposing this value for s213 together
with fixing one of the θejk to a specific value can be used to determine the remaining θejk for
each set of perturbations. We can then construct a more dense two-dimensional grid with
the two phases in the range [0, 2pi). As before, we test this grid against the 3σ range for the
normal ordering and discard any set of parameters that falls outside the allowed range (note
that either the result that sin2(θ13) = 0.02155, or a null solution, will automatically be the
generated output). This approach thus allows for the selection of a set of coordinates with
the global fit in mind and that can be well represented in a two-dimensional format. It also
focuses on the phase parameters, which play critical roles in generating the MNSP phase δ.
Case 3: Two rotations in the 1–2 and 2–3 sectors (Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e12(θe12, δe12))
In this scenario with θν23 = pi/4, we see from Eq. (40) that
sin2(θ˜23) =
1
2 (1− cos(δ
e
23)s′e23) ≡
1
2(1− z), (74)
in which we have defined the quantity z = cos(δe23)s′e23. From this result and Eq. (41),
sin2(θ13) takes the form
s213 =
(se12)2
2 (1− z). (75)
Here we choose to fix θe12 = 2.91 for concreteness. Imposing this constraint and fixing s213 to
its central value of 0.02155 yields the result that z = 0.1890, and thus sin2(θ˜23) = 0.4091.
Given that cos(δe23) and s′e23 are both bounded functions, the z constraint thus disallows
specific ranges for both δe23 and θe23. Here we use z to eliminate θe23 for δe23, and we will see
in the numerical results that there are disallowed regions of δe23 centered at pi/2 (mod pi).
For the atmospheric mixing angle, Eq. (42) shows that for θν23 = pi/4, s223 takes the form
s223 =
(ce12)2(1− z)
2− (se12)2(1− z)
= 1− z − 2s
2
13
2(1− s213)
, (76)
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such that for θe12 = 2.91 and z = 0.1890, the atmospheric mixing angle is predicted to be
given by s223 = 0.396, which is just slightly above the lower 3σ limit on this quantity. Hence,
in this approach, once s213 is fixed s223 is also fixed, just as in the single rotation cases.
Turning now to the solar mixing angle, we have from Eq. (43) that
s212 =
(ce12)2y + 12(1− y)(1 + z)(se12)2 − s′e12
√
y(1−y)
2 (c
e
23 cos(δe12) + se23 cos(δ′))
1− (se12)2(1− z)/2
, (77)
in which we have set δ′ = δe12 + δe23, and we recall that θe23 is determined by the z constraint
as described above. For fixed θe12, z (and thus θe23 as a function of δe23), and y, we see that the
solar mixing angle constraint fixes a preferred range for the phase angle δe12. From Eq. (1)
(or equivalently Eq. (38) or (39)), we can write an expression for cos δ in terms of s213, y, z,
and s212, as follows:
cos δ = (1− z)s
2
12 + s213(1 + z)− s212s213(z + 3)− y(1− s213)(1− z)
s′12s13
√
(1 + z)(1− z − 2s213)
, (78)
in which s212 is given by Eq. (77). As in the single rotation cases, there is an interplay between
the allowed values of s212 and the predicted range of cos δ as given in Eq. (78). We can go
one step further and obtain expressions for cos δ and sin δ in terms of the model parameters,
but these results are rather cumbersome so we will refrain from presenting them here.
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Figure 15: Distributions of cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe12 and δe23 for BM mixing, for
the case that Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e12(θe12, δe12).
Starting our numerical analysis of this class of perturbations with the case of BM mixing,
we present in Figure 15 a set of plots for cos δ and sin δ as a function of the model parameters
δe12 and δe23. These figures show a wide range for δe23, other than the disallowed regions
at/near pi/2 (mod pi), which arise from the z constraint discussed above. In contrast, the
allowed range of δe12 values is more focused (note the differences in the axis labeling). This
is as expected since it is this parameter that is most critical in obtaining an experimentally
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allowed range of the solar angle. As we will see throughout this subsection, the shape of
these allowed bands in this two-dimensional parameter space is characteristic within this
scenario of our approach in which the theoretical mixing angle parameters have been fixed.
The remaining set scenarios share many similar features with the BM mixing case, with
the main difference being as usual that the solar mixing angle constraint is generally easier
to satisfy due to the smaller values of y, which in turn affects the range of predictions for
cos δ and sin δ. We show these results in Figures 16–19. Here we point out in particular the
very tight range of predicted values for sin δ in the TBM and GR2 mixing scenarios, whereas
the HEX and GR1 cases allow for a wider sin δ range.
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Figure 16: Distributions of cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe12 and δe23 for TBM mixing, for
the case that Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e12(θe12, δe12).
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Figure 17: Distributions of cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe12 and δe23 for HEX mixing, for
the case that Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e12(θe12, δe12).
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Figure 18: The predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe12 and δe23 for GR1 mixing,
for the case that Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e12(θe12, δe12).
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Figure 19: The predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe12 and δe23 for GR2 mixing,
for the case that Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e12(θe12, δe12).
Case 4: Two rotations in the 1–3 and 2–3 sectors (Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e13(θe13, δe13))
For the situation in which Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e13(θe13, δe13), we find many similarities with the
just-discussed case in which Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e12(θe12, δe12), just as we found many similarities
between single rotations in the 1− 2 and 1− 3 sectors. More precisely, we have again that
sin2(θ˜23) =
1
2 (1− cos(δ
e
23)s′e23) =
1
2(1− z), (79)
where z is defined as before to be z = cos(δe23)s′e23. From Eq. (50), s213 is thus given by
s213 =
(se13)2
2 (1 + z). (80)
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In this case, we will fix θe13 = 2.91, and thus together with fixing s213 to its central value,
we obtain that z = −0.1890 (i.e., it has the same magnitude and opposite sign as in the
previous set of perturbations), and thus sin2(θ˜23) = 0.5910. As before, we use z to eliminate
θe23 for δe23, and we will again see the disallowed regions of δe23 centered at pi/2 (mod pi) for
which it is impossible to satisfy the z constraint. From Eq. (51), s223 now takes the form
s223 =
1− z
2(1− s213)
. (81)
As before, s223 thus takes on a fixed value in our numerical analysis; this value is s223 = 0.6040.
As in the single rotation case, for the 1−3 perturbations s223 > 1/2 for this set of parameters,
whereas s223 < 1/2 for the analogous parameters for the 1− 2 perturbations.
Once again in analogy with the previous subsection, it is the constraint on s212 and y
and its effects on the two phase parameters that yield the allowed values of cos δ for this
particular choice of the θejk. The result for s212 is given from Eq. (52) to be
s212 =
(ce13)2y + 12(1− y)(1− z)(se13)2 − s′e13
√
y(1−y)
2 (s
e
23 cos(δ′′)− ce23 cos(δe13))
1− (se13)2(1 + z)/2
, (82)
in which δ′′ = δe23−δe13, and again θe23 is determined by the z constraint. Therefore, as before,
the solar mixing angle constraint fixes a preferred range for the phase angle δe12 as a function
of the other model parameters. From Eq. (4) (or equivalently Eq. (48) or (49)),
cos δ = y(1− s
2
13)(1 + z)− (1 + z)s212 − s213(1− z) + s212s213(3− z)
s′12s13
√
(1− z)(1 + z − 2s213)
, (83)
in which s212 is given by Eq. (82). Hence, we see in complete analogy with Eq. (78), we have
an expression for cos δ that depends on s213, s212, y, and z. We note the sign flip in z between
Eq. (78) and Eq. (83), as well as in the solar angle expressions Eq. (77) and Eq. (82), but
we also note that the numerical constraints force z → −z between the two cases.
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Figure 20: Predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe13 and δe23 for BM mixing, for the
case that Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e13(θe13, δe13).
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We begin as usual with the BM mixing case, as shown in Figure 20. As expected, there
is a wide range for δe23 (other than the usual disallowed regions), and the allowed range of
δe13 values is smaller due to the solar mixing angle constraint. The characteristic allowed
bands are similar to those of the previous subsection, again as expected. Here the allowed
δe13 region cuts off because of the artificial cutoff of our scan at δe13 = 2pi, and the zoomed-in
range of this parameter in the figure.
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Figure 21: Predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe13 and δe23 for TBM mixing, for
the case that Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e13(θe13, δe13).
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Figure 22: The predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe13 and δe23 for HEX mixing,
for the case that Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e13(θe13, δe13).
As expected, the remaining scenarios are not only similar in form to the BM case, but also
to their counterparts in the previous subsection, just with shifts in the allowed values of δe13,
and the corresponding values of cos δ and sin δ. These results are displayed for completeness
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in Figures 21–24. Once again we see the very tight range of predicted values for sin δ in the
TBM and GR2 mixing scenarios, whereas the HEX and GR1 cases allow for a more broad
range of values of sin δ.
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Figure 23: The predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe13 and δe23 for GR1 mixing, ,
for the case that Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e13(θe13, δe13).
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Figure 24: The predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe13 and δe23 for GR2 mixing,
for the case that Ue = U e23(θe23, δe23)U e13(θe13, δe13).
Case 5: Two rotations in the 1–2 and 1–3 sectors (Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13)U e12(θe12, δe12))
For the situation in which Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13)U e12(θe12, δe12)), we can see from the mixing angle
predictions given in Eqs. (57)–(59) that this case is slightly more involved than the double
rotation cases discussed previously. The reason is that now the relation between sin2(θ13)
and sin2(θ23) is not as restrictive, such that fixing one of these two angles no longer fixes the
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other. There is an intricate set of constraints that must be satisfied, and hence the relation
between the predictions for cos δ (and thus sin δ) and the solar mixing angle constraint is not
nearly as straightforward as it was in the previous subsections. As we will see, this means
that the allowed parameter space for the phases δe12 and δe13 no longer has the characteristic
band structure of the previous cases, and instead there can be intriguing patterns of the
allowed parameters.
To see this explicitly, let us begin with the form for s213 as given in Eq. (57), for the
scenarios at hand in which θν23 = pi/4:
s213 =
1
2
(
(se12)2 + (ce12)2(se13)2 + s′e12se13 cos(δe12 − δe23)
)
. (84)
Hence, fixing s213 to its central fit value of 0.02155, and fixing θe12 = 2.91 for concreteness,
constrains one combination of the two remaining model parameters, θe13 and δ′′ ≡ δe12 − δe13.
These quantities are further constrained by utilizing the relation for s223 for θν23 = pi/4, which
from Eq. (58) takes the form
s223 =
1
2(1− s213)
(
(ce12)2 + (se12)2(se13)2 − s′e12se13 cos(δ′′)
)
= 1 + (s
e
13)2 − 2s213
2(1− s213)
. (85)
With these constraints, there are a set of values of sin(θe13) and cos(δ′′) that can yield the
desired value of s213 for the given input value of θe12, and simultaneously allow for a value of
s223 within the experimental range. Here we note that for these given inputs, it is not possible
to accommodate the full range of 3σ allowed values for s223 from the global fit. Instead, for
these inputs the range of predictions for sin2(θ23) is given by 0.489 < s223 < 0.592. We
further note that the reason for these boundaries ultimately is because both sin(θe13) and
cos δ′′ are bounded functions, and thus there is an intricate relation between them that must
be satisfied when applying the s213 and s223 constraints.
Turning now to the solar mixing angle, from Eq. (59) that for θν23 = pi/4, we have
s212 =
(ce12ce13)2y +
√
y(1−y)
2 ((c
e
12)2s′e13 cos(δe13)− s′e12ce13 cos(δe12)) + (1− y)(s213 − s′e12se13 cos(δ′′))
1− s213
.
(86)
Hence, with θe12 and s213 as inputs, and θe13 and δ′′ = δe12 − δe13 determined via the s213 value
and the range of allowed values for s223, the solar mixing angle constraint provides a further
bound on either of the individual phases δe12 and δe13 for a fixed value of y.
The general formula for cos δ, as given in Eq. (56), takes the following form for θν23 = pi/4:
cos δ = 12s′12s23c23s13
{
2c212c223 + c213c223 + c213c223s212 − c212 − c223
+ y(1− 3c213c223)− 2|c13c23|
√
1− 2c213c223
√
y(1− y) cos(δe13)
}
,
(87)
in which it is understood that the mixing angles are given by the relations of Eq. (84)–(86).
Therefore, together with the constraints on sin(θe13) and δ′′ that result from the s213 and s223
constraints, there is an intricate interplay between the bounds on s212 on the allowed model
parameters and the resulting predictions for cos δ and sin δ. The numerical studies of the
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different model scenarios thus yield characteristically distinct results than in the other cases,
where the s213 and s223 constraints were very tightly correlated, and cos δ could be expressed
simply in terms of the observed mixing angles and the parameter y = sin2(θν12).
These differences are easily seen in the numerical results for specific allowed regions of δe12
and δe13 for BMmixing, as shown in Figure 25. The diagonal bands of disallowed combinations
of δe12 and δe13 arise because not all values of δ′′ = δe12 − δe13 are consistent with the reactor
and atmospheric angle relations, as discussed. These distributions are also characterized by
regions in which the same pair of phase angles can have different values for cos δ and sin δ;
ultimately this occurs because it is possible to have multiple solutions for θe13 that satisfy all
constraints. For BM mixing, there is a broad range of values for both phases that can satisfy
all bounds, and the most probable value for cos δ is clearly near −1.
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Figure 25: The predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe12 and δe13 for BM mixing, for
the case that Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13)U e12(θe12, δe12).
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Figure 26: The predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe12 and δe13 for TBM mixing,
for the case that Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13)U e12(θe12, δe12).
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For the other mixing patterns, we have zoomed in on specific parameter regions for δe12,
as in the previous subsections. We show the results for cos δ and sin δ for TBM mixing in
Figure 26, for HEX mixing in Figure 27, and for GR1 and GR2 mixing in Figures 28 and 29,
respectively. In each of these cases, we see a pattern that there is a relatively compact region
of allowed parameters that is “folded” upon itself due to the possibility of double-valued
solutions with different values of θe13.
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Figure 27: The predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe12 and δe13 for HEX mixing,
for the case that Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13)U e12(θe12, δe12).
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Figure 28: The predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe12 and δe13 for GR1 mixing,
for the case that Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13)U e12(θe12, δe12).
As in the previous subsections, we see similarities in the results for scenarios with similar
values of y. More precisely, the TBM and GR2 cases have many qualitative features in
common, with a relatively compact allowed parameter range in δe12, and similar shapes to
the distributions, with a most probable value of cos δ near zero. In contrast, while the HEX
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and GR1 scenarios also show a similar range of allowed values of δe12, their distributions in
cos δ and sin δ are similar (and distinct from the TBM and GR2 cases), with a most probable
value of cos δ near 1. We also note that in all cases, a broad range of values for cos δ and
sin δ can be obtained, as opposed to the case for other types of charged lepton perturbations.
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Figure 29: The predictions for cos δ and sin δ as a function of δe12 and δe13 for GR2 mixing,
for the case that Ue = U e13(θe13, δe13)U e12(θe12, δe12).
In summary, we see that for the double rotations, our procedure for fixing sin2(θ13) to its
central value and setting one the θejk to a specific input value, while fixing the remaining θejk
from the remaining experimental bounds on the mixing angles, leads to characteristic results
for the three classes of double rotations studied here. For the perturbations that include a
rotation in the 2−3 plane, the value of s223 is fixed by just one parameter once s213 is specified,
yielding specific bands of allowed values for the two phase parameters of the charged lepton
sector. In contrast, when the two rotations of the charged lepton sector are in the 1 − 2
and 1 − 3 planes, this tight correlation between the reactor and atmospheric mixing angles
is modified, allowing for distinctive distributions for the viable parameter space and their
resulting predictions for the MNSP phase δ.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have analyzed sum rules for the lepton sector Dirac phase δ of UMNSP, using
the most recent global fits from the literature. Our approach was to derive a comprehensive
set of sum rules that when simultaneously imposed as required by unitarity of the lepton
mixing matrix, result in a single sum rule for cos δ as well as specific predictions for the
lepton mixing angles that result in given top-down model scenarios. We then applied these
constraints to a well-known class of theoretical models, and studied the implications for the
allowed regions of model parameters and the resulting predictions for cos δ and sin δ.
To be more precise, we have investigated the phenomenologically allowed regions of the
parameter space of θeij and δeij in the charged lepton mixing matrix Ue, assuming a set of
well-known theoretical starting points for the neutrino mixing Uν for which θν23 = pi/4 and
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θν13 = 0. These scenarios are thus characterized by their values of θν12, as well as the model
parameters of the charged lepton perturbations. We have considered five different sets of
charged lepton perturbations: two single rotations in the 1− 2 and 1− 3 planes, and three
sets of two non-commuting rotations in the 1− 2/2− 3, 1− 3/2− 3, and 1− 2/1− 3 planes.
The results of this analysis generally show that as a function of sin2(θν12) and the specific
model parameters of the charged lepton sector, the very precise measurement of the reactor
angle strongly constrains the possible values of the atmospheric mixing angle, such that
improved determinations of sin2(θ23) can make definitive statements about the viability of
these theoretical models. For example, in the case of the single rotations with a fixed
starting value of θν23, once the reactor angle is specified, the atmospheric angle is also fixed,
independently of the value of sin2(θν12). This means that in these scenarios, only a small
portion of the experimentally allowed range for θ23 is allowed, with that small range governed
by the allowed range of θ13. Further experimental bounds on the allowed range of θ23 will
thus have the power to provide a definitive answer to the question of whether or not such
simple models based on charged lepton corrections consisting of a single rotation are allowed
or are ruled out. This powerful statement does not depend on measurements of the mass
ordering, the Dirac CP-violating phase δ, or the question of whether neutrinos are Dirac or
Majorana fermions. Furthermore, even if the atmospheric angle constraints are satisfied in a
specific single rotation scenario, the results for θ12 and δ will further separate these scenarios
as a function of sin2(θν12).
In the case of double rotations, we have seen that there is more flexibility than is allowed
by the single rotation cases (both with fixed θν23). This is as expected given that the the-
oretical model involves additional degrees of freedom. Nonetheless, each scenario displays
detailed correlations among the measured mixing parameters and the Dirac CP-violating
phase, that can be probed in detail via the current and forthcoming neutrino experimental
program, which include further improvements in the mixing angle ranges and constraints
on CP violation. In this way, the combination of the types of rotations, and the value of
sin2(θν12), can be jointly constrained by current and future data.
This work also showcases the predictive power within these simple theoretical scenarios
for the preferred range for the Dirac CP-violating phase δ. Again, here we have seen that
with the single rotations, which only have a single source of CP violation, there are strong
correlations between the values of sin2(θν12) and the value of δ, while for double rotations,
there is a more intricate set of correlations that result from the presence of two CP-violating
sources. Most importantly, studies such as this one highlight that with the anticipated
improvements in the lepton mixing and CP phase measurements from neutrino oscillation
experiments on the horizon, we may indeed be just at the cusp of making great progress in
taking the next step toward a resolution to the flavor puzzle of the Standard Model.
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